PKG II secreted via the classical endoplasmic reticulum–Golgi apparatus secretory pathway blocks the activation of EGFR through phosphorylating its threonine 406 and has an anti-tumor effect
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Abstract

Background: Protein kinase G type II (PKG II) is a serine/threonine-protein kinase that was originally isolated from the small intestinal mucosa with primary functions in the secretion of small intestinal mucosal cells, secretion of renin and aldosterone, and chondrocyte activities. Recent studies have shown that PKG II exerts anti-tumor effects, while a previous study by our group confirmed that PKG II inhibited the proliferation and migration of cancer cells. Interestingly, PKG II, which was typically bound to the intracellular side of the membrane, was detected in the serum and cell culture medium as a diagnostic biomarker of tumor growth. Thus, the aim of the present study was to elucidate the function and the targets of PKG II, and the mechanism underlying the secretion of this kinase. Methods: Construction of peptides and plasmids, RNA interference, Immunoelectron microscopy, Co-immunoprecipitation, N-glycosylation assay and Isolation of the Golgi apparatus were applied to investigate the secretory mechanism, and the targets and function of PKG II. Results: PKG II was secreted by enterochromaffin (EC) cells, which were components of the endocrine system in the gastrointestinal tract. Myristoylation of glycine 2 and the N-terminal sequence, especially the amino acids 3–30, acted as a signal peptide to induce the secretion of PKG II via the conventional protein secretory pathway. Moreover, recombinant PKG II inhibited the epidermal growth factor (EGF)-induced activation of the EGF receptor via phosphorylating the T406 of the extracellular domain and blocked EGF-triggered proliferation of various cancer cells. Conclusions: These results revealed a correlation between the endocrine system and the secretion of protein kinase, suggesting a novel protein secretory pathway. The results also indicated that secreted PKG II was a potential diagnostic biomarker and an inhibitor of tumor.
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1. Introduction

Protein Kinases are a heterogeneous family of enzymes modulating several biological pathways, including cell survival, differentiation and apoptosis [1]. As a serine/threonine-protein kinase, Protein kinase G type II (PKG II) was first detected as a membrane-bound receptor of cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) in the intestinal epithelium [2] and later found to bind to the cellular membrane via a myristoyl moiety attached to the N-terminus of the amino acid (aa) chain [3]. PKG II has been implicated in several physiological functions, including intestinal secretion, bone growth, and learning and memory [4], and more recently in regulation of the sodium channels of intestinal epithelial cells and mechanical signaling of osteoblasts [5–7]. In addition, PKG II plays a role in regulating cell proliferation and apoptosis [8,9], which might be potentially associated with tumorigenesis. Our group confirmed that PKG II could inhibit the proliferation and migration of gastric cancer cells by blocking epidermal growth factor (EGF)-induced activation of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) [10,11]. Surprisingly, an investigation of the mechanism underlying the influence of PKG II on EGFR found that PKG II could be secreted into the extracellular fluid and PKG II serum levels of cancer patients were significantly downregulated, and the above results indicated that the PKG II could be used as a tumor diagnostic marker. However, since PKG II is an intracellular protein without a signal peptide, the effect and roles of secreted PKG II remain unclear. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to clarify the mechanism of secretion and the extracellular effects and targets of PKG II.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

The gastric cancer cell lines AGS and HGC-27, colon cancer cell line SW480, hepatic cancer cell line HepG2,
breast cancer cell line MCF-7, human embryonic kidney cell line 293, and fibroblast-like cell line COS-7 derived from monkey kidney tissue were obtained from the Institute of Biochemistry and Cell Biology, Shanghai Institute for Biological Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). The gastric mucosal epithelial cell line GES-1 and the gastric cancer cell lines SGC-7901 and BGC-823 were got from Jiangsu University (Jiangsu, China). F-12K medium (Kaighn’s modification of Ham’s F-12 medium), Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM), and fetal bovine serum (FBS) were purchased from Gibco (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). Plasmids encoding the complementary DNA (cDNA) of mutant EGFRs were constructed in our laboratory. Adenoviral vectors encoding the cDNA of PKG II (Ad-PKG II) were kind gifts from Dr. Gerrit Boss and Dr. Renate Pilz of the University of California, San Diego (San Diego, CA, USA). Recombinant glutathione S-transferase (GST)-tagged PKG II (GST-PKG II) was obtained from SignalChem Life-sciences Corporation (Richmond, BC, Canada). Antibodies (Abs) against β-actin, G-6-Pase, NMT-1, p-Tyr (PY99), and His-tag were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. (Dallas, TX, USA). Abs against phospho (p-) and total EGFR, ERK, c-Raf, MEK, PI3K, and Akt were obtained from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA, USA). Abs against p-Ser/Thr and Flag-tag protein were purchased from Abcam (Cambridge, MA, USA) and Sigma-Aldrich Corporation (St. Louis, MO, USA), respectively. Abs against GM130 and GRP78 were purchased from BioWorld Technology, Inc. (St. Louis Park, MN, USA). Abs against SRP54 was from Proteintech Group, Inc. (Rosemont, IL, USA). Abs against PKG II were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. (Dallas, TX, USA) or Abcam (Cambridge, MA, USA). Horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary Abs were obtained from Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc. (West Grove, PA, USA). All antibodies were used in accordance with the dilutions recommended by the instructions. Brefeldin A and Tris(dibenzylideneacetone)dipalladium (DBA) were purchased from MilliporeSigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). PNGase F was from New England Biolabs, Inc. (Ipswich, MA, USA), and electrochemiluminescence reagent was from EMD Millipore Corporation.

2.2 Mice and human serum samples

Female nude BALB/c mice (age, 6 weeks) were purchased from the Animal Center of Yangzhou University (Yangzhou, Jiangsu, China) and housed in the Animal Center of Jiangsu University in compliance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH,76 FR 91; May 11, 2011). The protocols of the mouse experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Jiangsu University. Human serum samples were collected from healthy volunteers (n = 24), patients with gastric cancer (n = 42), and patients with colorectal cancer (n = 20) at the Affiliated Hospital of Jiangsu University (Zhenjiang, China). The study protocol involving human subjects was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of Jiangsu University and written informed consent was obtained from each subject prior to participation in this study.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Cell culture and preparation of cell membrane fractions

The cells were cultured in DMEM or F-12K medium supplied with 10% FBS under a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2/95% air at 37 °C with medium changes every 2 days until confluence. Thereafter, the cells were subcultured the day before transfection with plasmids or siRNA with the use of Lipofectamine™ 2000 reagent (Invitrogen Corporation, Carlsbad, CA, USA) in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol. Upon reaching confluence of 70–80%, the cells were infected and cultured with Ad-PKG II at a multiplicity of infection of about 100% and harvested about 24–48 h later in accordance with the experimental protocol. Cell membranes and cytosol were isolated combined with the reference [12] and Membrane and Cytosol Protein Extraction Kit (Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology, Shanghai, China).

2.3.2 Protein concentration from cell culture medium

The culture medium was harvested into polypropylene tubes and centrifuged at 2000 × g for 5 min. The supernatant (up to 500 µL) was transferred into an Amicon® Ultra-2 centrifugal filter device (EMD Millipore Corporation) and centrifuged at 14,000 × g for 30 min. Afterward, the assembled Amicon® device was removed from the centrifuge and separated from the micro-centrifuge tube. To recover the concentrated solute, the Amicon® device was placed upside down in a clean microcentrifuge tube and spun at 1000 × g for 2 min to transfer the concentrated sample into the tube.

2.3.3 Western blot (WB)

Protein samples were separated based on molecular size by electrophoresis using 8–12% agarose gels and then transferred onto polyvinylidene fluoride membranes. The membranes were blocked with 5% (w/v) non-fat milk in Tris-buffered saline with 0.1% Tween® 20 detergent for 1 h at room temperature, then incubated with primary Abs at 4 °C for 12 h, washed three times with Tris-buffered saline and incubated with secondary Abs at room temperature for 1 h. The bands were visualized with electrochemiluminescence reagent.

2.3.4 Cell proliferation assay

Briefly, 2000–5000 cells in 100 µL of medium were seeded in the wells of a 96-well plate. Following serum starvation for 24 h, recombinant PKG II with or without
8-pCPT-cGMP (250 µM) was added and the cells were incubated with or without EGF (100 ng/mL) for 24 h. Cell proliferation was determined using the Cell Counting Kit-8 (Sigma-Aldrich Corporation) in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Afterward, absorbance was measured at 450 nm using a microplate reader.

2.3.5 Subcutaneous transplantation of tumor cells in nude mice and treatment

Tumor growth was induced by subcutaneously injecting the flank of the nude mice with 2 × 10⁶ BGC-823 cells. When the tumor increased in size to 6–9 mm³, the in vivo effect of recombinant PKG II on the growth of transplanted tumor cells was investigated. Briefly, active recombinant PKG II (400 ng/mouse) with or without 8-pCPT-cGMP (0.255 µg/mouse) was injected through multiple sites around the tumor every 3 days for 3 weeks. At the end of the experiment, the mice were sacrificed. The tumors were taken out, and the sizes and the weights of the tumors were calculated.

2.3.6 Immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy

The cells were plated on glass coverslips in the wells of a 24-well plate, treated, and then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 12 h at 4 °C. Afterward, the cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), incubated with 0.3% Triton X-100 for 15 min, 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 1 h, the primary Abs for 3 h, the corresponding secondary Abs for 1 h, stained with Hoechst 33342 (in PBS) and then visualized with a confocal microscope (LEXT OLS4100; Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan).

2.3.7 Immunoelectron microscopy

Tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.05% glutaraldehyde solution in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) for 2 h, rinsed with 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), dehydrated by a graded ethanol series, and embedded in LR White (London Resin Company Limited, Stansted, Essex, England, UK). After ultraviolet radiation for 72 h at −25 °C, Ultrathin sections were labeled with Abs against PKG II (Abcam) or chromogranin A (Abcam) at 4 °C overnight, followed by 10-nm gold-conjugated immunoglobulin G secondary Abs at room temperature for 4 h. Micrographs were acquired using a transmission electron microscope (Tecnai G2 Spirit BioTWIN; FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA).

2.3.8 Co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP)

Cells grown on a 10-cm culture dish were washed two times with cold PBS and lysed with cold immunoprecipitation assay buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). The supernatant was obtained by centrifugation of the lysate at 12,000 × g for 30 min, and then incubated with Abs against the target proteins for 12 h at 4 °C, agarose-conjugated protein A/G for 2–3 h at 4 °C. The reaction mixtures were centrifuged at 2000 × g for 1 min at 4 °C. Then, the supernatant was discarded and the pellet was washed three times with binding buffer, resuspended in 2× sodium dodecyl sulfate sample buffer, and heated at 100 °C for 5 min and then analyzed by WB.

2.3.9 N-glycosylation assay

The cells were treated and then scraped into 1 mL of cold PBS, centrifuged at 600 × g for 5 min. The pellet was resuspended in 100 µL of cold double-distilled water, shake on the ice for 30–50 times, centrifuged at 700 × g for 10 min. And then 25 µL of the supernatant were collected, mixed with 2.5 µL of 10× glycoprotein denaturing buffer, and heated at 100 °C for 10 min to denature the proteins. Each 40-µL reaction mixture, consisting of 4 µL of 10× G7 Reaction Buffer, 4 µL of 10% NP40, 3 µL of PNGaseF, and 29 µL of double-distilled water, was incubated at 37 °C for 1 h. As a control, a 20-µL reaction mixture containing recombinant GST-PKG II was used for the same procedure. Following the addition of 2× loading buffer, the reaction mixture was heated at 100 °C for 5 min prior to WB analysis.

2.3.10 Isolation of the Golgi apparatus (GA)

The GA was extracted from HGC-27 cells (5 × 10⁷) infected with Ad-PKG II for 24 h using Lionel’s method [13] and a Golgi Isolation Kit (Sigma-Aldrich Corporation) in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the cells were washed twice with PBS, then homogenized in a small volume of homogenization medium (0.25 M sucrose, pH 7.4), and then transferred into a centrifuge tube and centrifuged at 3000 × g for 15 min at 2–8 °C. Following transfer to a new tube, the sucrose concentration in the supernatant was adjusted to 1.25 M by adding an appropriate volume of 2.3 M sucrose solution. A discontinuous gradient was prepared in an ultracentrifuge tube. The tubes were centrifuged at 120,000 × g for 3 h at 2–8 °C. The GA-enriched fraction was withdrawn from the 1.1 M/0.25 M sucrose interface.

2.3.11 Detection of PKG II in mouse serum

Serum samples were collected from healthy female BALB/c mice intraperitoneally injected with 10 mg/kg of Brefeldin A for 3 days. In addition, serum samples were collected from healthy female BALB/c mice intraperitoneally injected with 40 mg/kg of DBA once every 3 days, 6 times in total. For both groups, blood samples were collected at 48 h after the last injection by puncturing the posterior venous plexus of the eyeball, stored at room temperature for 2 h, and then at 4 °C overnight. The next day, the samples were centrifuged to obtain serum. The PKG II content in mouse serum was determined using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit (Wuhan USCN Business Co., Ltd., Wuhan, China) in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
Table 1. The primers for the deletion plasmids of PKG II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PKG II deletants</th>
<th>Primer sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Del(3–8)</td>
<td>F: 5′-AAGCTTCTGTAGCAACATGGGAAAGCATTC-3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Del(3–14)</td>
<td>F: 5′-AAGCTTCTGTAGCAACATGGGAGACGGCCA-3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Del(3–20)</td>
<td>F: 5′-AAGCTTCTGTAGCAACATGGGACTCAGCAATGAAGCCCTG-3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Del(3–26)</td>
<td>F: 5′-AAGCTTCTGTAGCAACATGGGACTCAGCAATGAAGCCCTG-3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Del(3–30)</td>
<td>F: 5′-AAGCTTCTGTAGCAACATGGGAGCAGAGCTGGAGCGCGAG-3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Del(3–34)</td>
<td>F: 5′-AAGCTTCTGTAGCAACATGGGACGCGAGGTGAAGAGGAAG-3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Del(21–32)</td>
<td>R: 5′-TCTAGACTCTCCTGTCAGAAGTCCTTATCC-3′</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.12 Construction of Ad-PKG II-G2A

Site mutation Gly 2 → Ala (G2A) was performed using the QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA) with the primers 5′-GTTCCTGAGCAACATGGGAAATGGTCTAGTGAAAC-3′ and 5′-GTTCCTGAGCAACATGGGAAATGGGCAATGGTCTAGTGAAAC-3′. The cDNA of PKG II-G2A was cloned and digested with the restriction endonucleases HindIII and XbaI. The purified plasmid DNA of the PKG II-G2A and pENTR1A vectors were digested with the restriction endonucleases XmnI and EcoRV, and then ligated using T4 ligase at 16 °C overnight. The cDNA of PKG II-G2A was directly cloned into the pAd-CMV/V5-DEST plasmid from the pENTR1A-PKG II-G2A plasmid with Gateway™ LR Clonase™ II Enzyme mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) to construct the recombinant plasmid pAd-CMV/V5-DEST-PKGII-G2A (Ad-PKGII-G2A).

2.3.13 Construction of different PKG II deletants (PKG II-Del)

For the deletion plasmids PKG II-Del(3–8), Del(3–14), Del(3–20), Del(3–26), Del(3–30), and Del(3–34), the HindIII and XbaI sequences were included to the 5′-ends of the upstream and downstream primers. For the PKG II-Del(21–32) deletion plasmid, the HindIII and XbaI sequences were added to the 5′-end of the upstream primer for the shorter segment and the 5′-end of the downstream primer for the longer segment. The following primers were used for the deletion plasmids in Table 1. The PCR amplifications were performed according to the protocol of the Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit. The correct plasmids and pcDNA3.1-c-flag plasmid were digested with the restriction endonucleases HindIII and XbaI, then the products were collected for T4 ligation, and identified by digestion with HindIII and XbaI and sequenced.

2.3.14 RNA interference

Short-interfering RNAs (siRNAs) against SRP54 and a negative control were synthesized by RiboBio Co., Ltd. (Guangzhou, China). The nucleotide sequences of three siRNAs against SRP54 were GAAATGAACAGGAGTCATGAAACATGGGAAATGGTCTAGTGAAAC-3′. The cDNA of PKG II-G2A was cloned and digested with the restriction endonucleases HindIII and XbaI, then ligated using T4 ligase at 16 °C overnight. The cDNA of PKG II-G2A was directedly cloned into the pAd-CMV/V5-DEST plasmid from the pENTR1A-PKG II-G2A plasmid with Gateway™ LR Clonase™ II Enzyme mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) to construct the recombinant plasmid pAd-CMV/V5-DEST-PKGII-G2A (Ad-PKGII-G2A).

2.3.15 Peptide synthesis

The peptides of PKG II-Myr-(2–30)-Flag (Myr-GNGSVKPKHSKHPDGHSGNLTTDALRNKVDYKDDDDK) and PKG II-(2–30)-Flag (GNGSVKPKHSKHPDGHSGNLTTDALRNKVDYKDDDDK) were synthesized by ChinaPeptides Co., Ltd. (Hangzhou, China).

2.3.16 Construction of PKG II-(1–30)-green fluorescent protein (GFP) and PKG II-(1–30)-Ras homolog family member A (RhoA)-Flag peptides

The first 30 aa of PKG II were ligated into the plasmid pcDNA3.1-C-eGFP (6143 bp) to construct the peptide PKG II-(1–30)-GFP with the cloning sites HindIII and BamHI. The RhoA sequence was ligated to the plasmid pcDNA3.1+C-DYK (5438 bp) to construct the RhoA-Flag plasmid. The first 30 aa of PKG II were ligated into the N-terminus of RhoA-Flag to construct the peptide PKG II-(1–30)-RhoA-Flag. The above plasmids were constructed by Nanjing Genscript Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Nanjing, China).

2.3.17 EGF-EGFR binding assay

The cells were serum-starved for 12 h, incubated with Alexa Flour 488-EGF, then fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde and washed with PBS prior to Confocal Microscopy
and Flow Cytometry. For the detailed steps, please refer to Thomas’ paper [14].

2.3.18 Transient transfection and immunoprecipitation.

The cells were seeded into the wells of a six-well plate at a density of $1 \times 10^6$ cells/well. After 24 h, transient transfection was performed using Lipofectamine™ 2000 reagent. After an additional 24 h, the cells were lysed by adding 1 mL of radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer per well. Abs against Flag were used to precipitate Flag-tagged mutant EGFR.

2.3.19 In vitro assay of the inhibitory effect of recombinant PKG II on isolated EGFR

About 200 µg of membrane proteins were suspended in 100 µL of in vitro reaction mixture and 1 µL of 100× protease inhibitor (Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology). To determine the inhibitory effect of recombinant PKG II on membrane-bound EGFR, the mixture was incubated with recombinant PKG II (150 nM, 20 min) and then with 8-pCPT-cGMP (400 µM, 20 min) to active PKG II, and finally with EGF (4 µg/mL, 10 min) (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) at 37 °C. To determine the inhibitory effect of PKG II on phosphorylation of the EGFR substrate, the reactions were carried out as described above, but with the addition of poly (Glu, Tyr) (500 nM, 20 min) (Merck KGaA), and the detailed steps, please refer to Thomas’ paper [12]. At the end of the reaction, the mixture was heated for 5 min at 100 °C with an equal volume of pre-heated 2× sodium dodecyl sulfate sample buffer and then collected for WB analysis.

2.3.20 In vitro assay of recombinant PKG II-induced phosphorylation of the recombinant EGFR extracellular fragment

The reaction mixture, which included 20 µL of in vitro reaction buffer (as described above), 570 nM recombinant EGFR extracellular fragment (Sino Biological Inc, China), 150 nM recombinant PKG II, and 400 µM 8-pCPT-cGMP, was incubated at 37 °C for 20 min. Afterward, the samples were treated as described above and then collected for WB analysis.

2.4 Statistical analysis

The data were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation. Statistical analyses were conducted using GraphPad Prism 8 software (GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). Differences among groups were detected using one-way analysis of variance with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. A probability ($p$) value of $<0.05$ was considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1 Secretion of PKG II is a physiological phenomenon related to gastric and colon cancer

PKG II was first identified as a membrane-bound cGMP receptor in the intestinal epithelium. Interestingly, during the investigation of PKG II, we identified that the cells containing PKG II are similar with the intestinal endocrine cells of human and mouse (Fig. 1). This finding was especially interesting because it remained unclear whether PKG II was only present within endocrine cells or was actually secreted. Chromogranin A (CGA) is often used as a biomarker of enterochromaffin (EC) cells, which are the most common type of enteroendocrine cells in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract [15]. Based on the characteristics and location of these cells, the relationship between PKG II and chromogranin A was investigated. The confocal microscopy results showed that there is colocalization of PKG II and CGA in the same cell (Fig. 2A), hinting that PKG II might be secreted by EC cells and convey endocrinological activities. Furthermore, the results of immunoelectron microscopy confirmed that cells in GI tissues had secretory vesicles that contained CGA, while other secretory vesicles contained PKG II (Fig. 2B).

PKG II was detected in the serum of healthy volunteers and cancer patients, but the levels were comparatively downregulated in the serum of patients with colon or gastric cancer (754.1 ± 173.9 vs. 193.7 ± 109.5 and 230.0 ± 112.1 pg/mL, respectively, $p < 0.001$, Fig. 2C). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was performed to further evaluate the utility of PKG II as a potential biomarker of cancer (Fig. 2D,E). For colon cancer, the sensitivity and specificity of PKG II were 95.38% and 100%, respectively, at a cutoff value of 426.91 pg/mL with an area under the ROC curve (AUC) of 0.998 ($Z = 160.513, p < 0.001$). For gastric cancer, the sensitivity and speci-
Fig. 2. The secretion of PKG II was a physiological phenomenon, and its secretion level was related to gastric and colon cancer. (A) Co-location of PKG II and Chromogranin A (CGA) was sporadically distributed cells in the gastrointestinal tract, detected by Confocal Microscopy. (B) The secretory vesicles of the cells contained PKG II (up panel) and CGA (bottom panel) were detected by Electron Microscopy, and the positively labeled vesicles were indicated by red arrows. (C) PKG II was detected in the serum of normal subjects (n = 24); patients with colorectal (n = 20) or gastric (n = 42) cancer. All blood samples were taken from the patients before treatment, and PKG II in the serum samples were detected by the ELISA kit according to manufacturer’s specifications. The levels represent the median ± inter-quartile range (M ± Q) of the PKG level. ***p < 0.001 versus Normal. (D) ROC plots of PKG II level in colon cancer. (E) ROC plots of PKG II level in gastric cancer. h, human; m, mouse; ROC, receiver operator characteristic curve.
ficity of PKG II were 100% and 95.8%, respectively, at a cutoff value of 448.49 pg/mL with an AUC of 0.995 (Z = 91.854, p < 0.001). These results indicated that serum PKG II was a potential diagnostic biomarker for gastric and colon cancer. To further clarify the potential secretion and mechanism of PKG II, cells with very low expression or lack of endogenous PKG II (i.e., GES-1, AGS, and HGC-27 cells) were selected and infected with viral vectors encoding PKG II (Ad-PKG II) for 24–48 h. The results confirmed the presence of PKG II in the cell culture media (Fig. 3A). PKG II concentrations were also relatively increased in the serum of mice injected with Ad-PKG II (10^7 plaque-forming units/mouse, once every two days, a total of 6 times) (Fig. 3B), showing that PKG II might be secreted into the blood circulation.

**Fig. 3. PKG II was found in the culture medium of different cells and the blood from the mouse.** (A) PKG II was detectable in the culture medium of gastric mucosal epithelial cell line GES-1 and gastric cancer cell lines AGS and HGC-27 infected with the virus vector encoding cDNA of PKG II (Ad-PKG II) by ELISA assay. (B) Detection of PKG II in the serum of mouse and the concentration of PKG II was increased in the serum of the mouse injected with Ad-PKG II (10^7 pfu/mouse, once 2 days, 6 times in total) *p < 0.05 versus Control.

3.2 PKG II is secreted via the conventional secretory pathway

As PKG II has no classical signal peptide, as predicted by the SignalP 6.0 Prediction Server (Fig. 4), PKG II might be secreted via a non-classical secretory pathway, such as the lysosome or exosome secretory pathway. However, the Confocal Microscopy results showed that PKG II did not colocalize with lysosome-associated membrane protein-1 (LAMP1) (Fig. 5A) and the results of WB detection showed that PKG II was absent in the exosomes extracted from HGC-27 cells infected with Ad-PKG II (Fig. 5B). The above results indicated that PKG II was not secreted by lysosomes or the exosome secretory pathways. However, in Ad-PKG II-infected cells, PKG II was located surrounding the nucleus or accumulated in one side of the nucleus, similar to the location of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and Golgi (Fig. 5C, middle). Furthermore, Confocal Microscopy results showed that PKG II was co-localized with both glucose-6-phosphatase (G-6-Pase) and Golgi matrix protein 130 kD (GM130), which were biomarkers of the ER and Golgi, respectively [16,17], indicating that PKG II was located in the ER and Golgi both in the cell lines and small intestine tissues (Fig. 5C,D). To further clarify that PKG II was indeed located within the ER cavity and not attached to the membrane surface, Co-IP was performed to detect the binding between PKG II and glucose-regulated protein 78 (GRP78), which acts as the master of the unfolded protein response process in the lumen of the ER [18] (Fig. 5E). Meanwhile, N-glycosylation of PKG II, an essential post-translational modification in the ER cavity, was also detected by enzymatic digestion [19] (Fig. 5F). The results showed that PKG II was not only bound to GRP78, but also N-glycosylated (Fig. 5E,F), confirming that PKG II was located within the ER cavity. PKG II was also detected in the Golgi Extract by WB (Fig. 5G). In addition, brefeldin A (BFA), an inhibitor of protein transport from the ER to Golgi [20], decreased the PKG II content in cell culture medium (Fig. 5H) and mouse serum (Fig. 5I). These results indicated that PKG II was likely secreted via the conventional ER-Golgi pathway [21].

**Fig. 4. Prediction of Signal peptide in PKG II-AA chain by SignalP-6.0.** There was no signal peptide for PKG II.

3.3 Glycine 2 (G2) myristoylation and the N-terminus (aa 3–30) of PKG II are key to induce PKG II secretion via the ER-Golgi secretory pathway

The N-terminal signal peptide directs the newly synthesized aa chain to enter the ER cavity for secretion via the conventional protein secretory pathway [22]. However, PKG II has no signal peptide. Reportedly, N-terminal myristoylation is associated with anchoring of PKG II to the cellular membrane [23]. In this experiment, the results of Co-IP and confocal microscopy confirmed the binding and co-localization of PKG II and N-myristoyltransferase 1 (NMT1), which was an enzyme that regulates N-terminal myristoylation [24] (Fig. 6A,B). PKG II expression in mouse serum was downregulated by the NMT1 inhibitor DBA [25] (Fig. 6C), confirming the role of myristoylation modulation in the secretion of PKG II in vivo.

Myristoylation of PKG II occurs through modification of G2 by the covalent attachment of myristate, while mutation of G2 to alanine (G2A) blocks this modification.
Fig. 5. PKG II could be secreted by the conventional secretion pathway. (A) The location of PKG II and LAMP1 (a biomarker of lysosome) in the HGC-27 cells infected Ad-PKG II, detected by Confocal Microscopy. (B) The detection of PKG II in the exosomes by Western blotting. (C) Co-location of PKG II with G-6-Pase and GM130 in Ad-PKG II infected HGC-27 cells, detected by Confocal Microscopy. (D) Co-location of PKG II with G-6-Pase and GM130 in human small intestine tissue detected by Confocal Microscopy. (E) The binding of PKG II with GRP78, detected by Co-IP. (F) Evidence of N-glycosylation-modulation of PKG II. The molecular size of native PKG II but not recombinant GST-PKG II was decreased by PNGase F which could remove almost all N-linked oligosaccharides. (G) Location of PKG II in isolated Golgi apparatus, detected by Western blotting. (H) Result of ELISA assay showing the down-regulation of PKG II content in cell culture medium by ER-Golgi transport inhibitor Brefeldin A (BFA). HGC-27 cells were infected with Ad-PKG II for 24 h and treated with BFA (50 ng/mL) for another 24 h. (*p < 0.05, compared with Ad-PKG II group). (I) Result of ELISA assay showing the down-regulation of PKG II in the serum samples collected from healthy female BALB/c mice intraperitoneally injected with 10 mg/kg of BFA for 3 days (*p < 0.05, compared with Control group). h, human; IP, immunoprecipitation; IB, immunoblotting/Western blotting.
Fig. 6. Glycine 2 (G2) myristoylation and N-terminal peptide (3rd–30th aa) of PKG II were the key factors for inducing PKG II to enter the ER-Golgi secretion pathway. (A) The interaction between NMT1 and PKG II, detected by Co-IP. (B) Co-location between PKG II and NMT1 in HGC-27 cells infected with Ad-PKG II, detected by Confocal Microscopy. (C) Detection of PKG II in mouse serum and the content was decreased by treatment with NMT1 inhibitor DBA (40 mg/kg, once every 3 days, 6 times in total). (*p < 0.05, compared with the Control group). (D) Western blotting results showing the decrease of PKG II secretion in cultured cells induced by G2 mutation (PKG II-G2A). (E) Confocal Microscopy results showing that PKG II mutated at G2 (PKG II-G2A) were not co-located with G-6-Pase and GM130. (F) The effects of different deletions of PKG II on its secretion. (G) The interaction between SRP54 and PKG II, detected by Co-IP. (H) The decrease of PKG II secretion in Ad-PKG II infected cells caused by siRNA-induced down-regulation of SRP54, detected by Western blotting. NC: negative control. (I) Co-IP was applied to detect the interaction between SRP54 and PKG II in the cells transfected with the different plasmids coding PKG II-Flag, PKG II-Del 3rd-30th-Flag or PKG II-G2A-Flag, respectively. (J) Inhibition of the binding between SRP54 and PKG II when there is only 2–30 aa without G2 myristoylation (PKGII-2nd-30th Flag peptides), compared with the PKG II -1st-30th-Flag and PKG II-Myr-2nd-30th Flag groups. (K) Western blotting was applied to detect the secretion of the non-secretory proteins GFP and RhoA induced by the 1st-30th aa of PKG II.

[23] The results of this experiment showed that PKG II was not detected in the cell culture medium and had no longer co-localized with G-6-Pase and GM130 in cells with the nonmyristoylated PKG II mutant (G2A) (Fig. 6D,E), demonstrating that PKG II secretion was dependent on G2 myristoylation. Considering that not all G2 myristoylation-modulated proteins were secreted, we inferred that other key aa residues might induce PKG II to enter the ER. Thus, several truncated forms of PKG II were constructed [i.e., PKG II-Del(3–8), Del(3–14), Del(3–20), Del(3–26), Del(3–30), Del(3–34), and Del(21–32)]. Notably, most of these truncated forms [i.e., Del(3–8), Del(3–14), Del(3–20), Del(3–26), and Del(21–32)] had no obvious effect on the secretion of PKG II. However, the truncated forms Del(3–30) and Del(3–34) abolished the secretion of PKG II (Fig. 6F), confirming that aa 3–30 were important for secre-
Fig. 7. The secreted PKG II could block the EGF-induced activation of EGFR. (A) SGC-7901, SW480, MCF-7, and HepG2 cells were respectively seeded in 96-well plates for 24 h. After serum-starved for 12 h, the cells were incubated with recombinant PKG II at indicated concentrations and treated with/without 250 μM 8-pCPT-cGMP to activate it for 1 h before the incubation with 100 ng/mL EGF for 24 h. The proliferation activity of cells was analyzed with CCK-8 assay. The results showed that high concentration recombinant PKG II significantly inhibited the proliferation of the cells (*p < 0.05). The data shown were the means ± SD from 3 independent experiments. (B) In the transplantation tumor model of the nude mouse, administration of active recombinant PKG II plus 8-pCPT-cGMP inhibited the growth of transplantation tumors (*p < 0.05); the BSA (bovine serum) albumin group serve as the control group. (C,D) COS-7 cells were infected with Ad-PKG II, treated with 8-pCPT-cGMP, and then incubated with Alexa Fluor 555-labeled EGF (100 ng/mL, 1 h). The Cytometry and Fluorescent Confocal Microscopy were applied to detect the binding between EGF and EGFR (*p < 0.05). (E) AGS and HGC-27 cells were treated with recombinant GST-PKG II (100 ng/mL) and 8-pCPT-cGMP (250 μM) for 3 h, and then with 100 ng/mL EGF for 10 min. Western blotting was applied to detect phosphorylation of EGFR (Y1068 and Y1173), p-Akt (T308), and p-ERK (T202/Y204). The image was representative of three independent experiments. (F) Recombinant PKG II inhibited Y1068 phosphorylation of isolated EGFR. The AGS cells were cultured for 24 h, serum-starved for 12 h, and the cytomembrane was isolated and incubated with 150 nM recombinant PKG II and with/without 400 μM 8-pCPT-cGMP for 20 min, and then with/without 4 μg/mL EGF for 10 min. The reaction mixtures were detected by Western blotting. (G) Recombinant PKG II inhibited the EGFR-induced tyrosine phosphorylation of poly(Glu,Tyr). The experiment procedure was similar as Fig. 7F except that 500 nM poly (Glu, Tyr) was added at last and incubated for 20 min. Western blotting with antibody against p-Tyr was performed to detect the tyrosine phosphorylation of poly (Glu, Tyr).

tion of PKG II. These results indicated that both G2 myristoylation and aa 3–30 were key factors for the secretion of PKG II via the conventional secretory pathway.

To further clarify the mechanism underlying the entry of PKG II into the ER, the relationship between PKG II and signal recognition particle 54 (SRP54) was investigated. SRP54 is key to inducing newly synthesized peptides/aa chains to enter the ER [26]. The Co-IP results showed that PKG II could bind with SRP54 (Fig. 6G) and PKG II secretion was decreased by silencing of SRP54 with siRNA (Fig. 6H). The Co-IP results showed that binding between SRP54 and PKG II was decreased by both G2 mutation (PKG II-G2A-Flag plasmid) and deletion of aa 3–30 (PKG II-Del 3rd-30th-Flag plasmid) (Fig. 6I). Fur-
thermore, there is binding for PKG II and SRP54 both in the cell-tansfected with plasmid coding 1–30 of PKG II (PKG II-1st-30th-Flag) or the synthesized peptides containing aa 2–30 with G2 myristoylation (PKG II-Myr-2nd-30th-Flag), but the binding is decreased when there is only 2–30 aa without G2 myristoylation (PKG II-2nd-30th-Flag peptides) (Fig. 6J). Finally, Therefore, it appeared that both G2 myristoylation and the sequence of aa 3–30 acted as a “signal peptide” to induce newly synthesized PKG II-aa modified to enter the ER by binding with SRP54. Finally, insertion of aa 1–30 of PKG II into the non-secretory proteins GFP and RhoA promoted secretion of the corresponding proteins (Fig. 6K), further confirming the above mechanism of secretion.

3.4 Secreted PKG II can block EGF-induced activation of EGFR

To determine the extracellular function of PKG II, recombinant PKG II was used to imitate secreted PKG II. In vitro, the results of the CCK-8 assay showed that recombinant PKG II significantly inhibited EGF-triggered proliferation of multiple types of cancer cells (Fig. 7A). In vivo, recombinant PKG II with 8-pCPT-cGMP significantly inhibited the growth of transplanted tumor cells (Fig. 7B), indicating that PKG II plays an anti-cancer role upon secretion. Furthermore, recombinant PKG II was found to block the binding of fluorescently labeled EGF to EGFR, which happened on the outside of the membrane (Fig. 7C,D).

To further confirm the extracellular function of PKG II, recombinant PKG II was added to the culture medium of AGS and HGC-27 cells and its inhibitory effect on EGFR was assessed by WB analysis. The WB results showed that the EGF-induced phosphorylation of EGFR, ERK, and Akt were decreased by pretreatment with recombinant PKG II plus 8-pCPT-cGMP for 1 h (Fig. 7E). Meanwhile, the results of an in vitro reaction system showed that incubation of the isolated membranes with recombinant PKG II plus 8-pCPT-cGMP inhibited EGF-stimulated phosphorylation of EGFR-Y1068 (Fig. 7F). Furthermore, the isolated membrane reaction system with the use of poly (Glu, Tyr) as a substrate to detect EGFR activity revealed that recombinant PKG II also inhibited EGF-induced phosphorylation of the tyrosine residue of the Glu/Tyr polymer (Fig. 7G), indicating that secreted PKG II could block EGF-induced tyrosine phosphorylation/activation of EGFR.

3.5 Secreted PKG II phosphorylates T406 on the extracellular fragment of EGFR

To further investigate the interaction between PKG II and EGFR, prokaryotic expression vectors encoding for different domain segments EGFR or PKG II were constructed. The results of the pull-down assay showed that the PKG II bound to the fragment containing aa 331–645 of the extracellular domain of EGFR (Fig. 8A,C). Meanwhile, the results also confirmed that the fragments containing aa 1–176 and 1–285 of PKG II bound to EGFR (Fig. 8B,D). The above results showed that PKG II could act on EGFR from the outside of the cell, thereby serving as a secretory protein kinase. Therefore, the His-tagged recombinant extracellular fragment of EGFR was incubated with recombinant GST-tagged PKG II in the in vitro reaction system. The results showed the Ser/Thr phosphorylation of the EGFR fragment was increased in the presence of recombinant PKG II (Fig. 8E, left), and that recombinant PKG II bound to the extracellular fragment of EGFR (Fig. 8E, right), indicating that recombinant PKG II could induce Ser/Thr phosphorylation of the recombinant extracellular fragment of EGFR.

The Group-based Prediction System (version 2.1) predicted that threonine 406 (T406), threonine 727 (T727), and serine 945 (S945) were potential PKG II-specific phosphorylation sites of EGFR. Hence, various mutants of EGFR (i.e., T406P, T727P, and S945P) were constructed using a Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit with the plasmid pcDNA3.1-Flag-EGFR. COS-7 cells were transfected with the corresponding plasmids and the mutant EGFRs expressed by the cells were isolated by Co-IP and then incubated with recombinant PKG II plus 8-pCPT-cGMP in an in vivo reaction mixture. The results showed that the mutations of T727P and S945P had no effect on phosphorylation of Ser/Thr of EGFR. However, the mutation of T406P decreased PKG II-induced Ser/Thr phosphorylation of EGFR (Fig. 8F). Besides, recombinant PKG II inhibited EGF-induced phosphorylation of Tyr1068/Tyr1173 of the T727P and S945P mutants, but not the T406P mutant (Fig. 8G), indicating that T406 was the key site which was phosphorylated by secreted PKG II to block the activation of EGFR.

4. Discussion

Most protein kinases are located within the cell bound to the membrane or distributed within the cytoplasm. However, some protein kinases were recently found to be secreted outside of the cell via different protein secretory pathways in order to phosphorylate extracellular proteins [29–31]. Research on the phosphorylation of extracellular proteins has been ongoing for more than 100 years [32]. Recently, Klement et al. reported that phosphorylation of extracellular proteins was an important modification with potentially important biological significance [33]. However, the protein kinases responsible for phosphorylation of extracellular proteins remained unclear. Starting in about the year 2012, several studies identified that several kinases (i.e., family with sequence similarity 20, member C, vertebrate lonesome kinase, and pyruvate kinase isozyme M2) were secreted to the outside of the cell for phosphorylation of extracellular proteins [29–31,34], thereby representing a new era of research on the phosphorylation of extracellular proteins.
Fig. 8. The secreted PKG II could bind with EGFR and induced the phosphorylation of T406 on EGFR. (A,B) Identification of the binding domains of EGFR and PKG II. The prokaryotic expression vectors coding cDNA of different fragments of EGFR and PKG II were constructed, and the fragments were expressed in E. coli. The Pull-down method was applied for detecting the binding between different fragments of PKG II and EGFR in vitro. (C) Schematic of EGFR fragments/domains. (D) Schematic of PKG II fragments/domains. (E) Recombinant PKG II increased the p-Ser/Thr phosphorylation of His-EGFR in vitro. The reaction mixtures included 570 nM His-extracellular fragment (1-645aa) of EGFR (His-EGFR), 150 nM GST-PKG II or 400 µM 8-pCPT-cGMP respectively. The reaction mixtures were also immuno-precipitated with the antibody against His tag, and the precipitates were subjected to Western blotting with antibody against pan phosphorylation of Ser/Thr (p-Ser/Thr) (the right). The results showed that PKG II could bound with and caused Ser/Thr phosphorylation of His-EGFR in vitro. (F) COS-7 cells were transfected with WT-EGFR, T727P-EGFR, S945P-EGFR, and T406P-EGFR plasmids respectively for 24 h. On the 2nd day after transfection, the cells were infected with Ad-PKG II for 12 h and then serum-starved for another 12 h. After that, the cells were treated with 8-pCPT-cGMP (250 µM) for 1 h. The lysates were harvest and immuno-precipitated with anti-Flag antibody to enrich the mutant EGFR proteins. Western blotting was used to detect the p-ser/Thr phosphorylation of these mutants of EGFR. (G) COS-7 cells were transfected with corresponding plasmids respectively for 24 h. On the 2nd day, the cells were infected with Ad-PKG II for 12 h and then serum-starved for another 12 h. After that, the cells were treated with 8-pCPT-cGMP (250 µM) for 1 h and subsequently incubated with EGF (100 ng/mL) for 10 min. The lysates were immuno-precipitated with anti-Flag antibody. The precipitates were suspended with 100 µL reaction mixture. The supernatants were equally divided into three groups which contained 150 nM PKG II, 150 nM PKG II + 400 µM 8-pCPT-cGMP (incubation for 20 min to activate PKG II), and 150 nM PKG II + 400 µM 8-pCPT-cGMP + 4 µg/mL EGF (incubation for 10 min). The mixtures were detected by Western blotting with anti-p-Tyr1068(Y1068) and p-Tyr1173(Y1173) antibodies. The results were representative of three independent experiments.
PKG II was first described in 1983 as an intracellular membrane-bound serine/threonine protein kinase [2,3,35]. In the present study, PKG II was detected in cell culture medium as well as the serum of healthy volunteers with lower concentrations in the serum of cancer patients. These findings present convincing evidence that PKG II is also a secreted protein kinase. Most proteins are secreted via the conventional protein secretory pathway. However, proteins which are secreted via this pathway usually have an N terminal signal peptide composed of 15–30 aa that can bind with SRP54 and the SRP54 receptor to direct newly synthesized aa chains to enter the ER for synthesis and then mature in the GA, prior to secretion via secretory vesicles [21]. However, this theory cannot explain the secretion of all proteins because those without signal peptides might be secreted via the unconventional protein secretory pathway [36,37].

Since PKG II has no signal peptide, the origin and the mechanism underlying the secretion of PKG II remain unclear. Usually, the core of the signal peptide contains a long stretch of about 5–16 hydrophobic aa residues [38], which is absent in PKG II. However, the second aa of the PKG II chain is a glycine residue, which can undergo myristoylation to increase the hydrophobicity of the N-terminus [23]. Myristoylation is the NMT-mediated modulation on the N-terminal glycine in the aa chain [24]. Previous studies have shown that myristoylation also regulates the intracellular location and the secretion of some proteins. For example, myristoylated adenylate kinase 2 of the protozoan Plasmodium falciparum can penetrate the plasma membrane and move to the outside of the cell [39]. In addition, secretion of extracellular protein kinase A by tumor cells is inhibited by NMT [40], while myristoylation promotes the translocation of protein kinase C in human and animal serum across the cell membrane [41,42]. Therefore, the ability of N-terminal myristoylation to induce PKG II to enter the ER-GA secretory pathway was investigated and the results confirmed that G2 myristoylation was closely related to the secretion of PKG II.

The prevalence of proteins with a myristoylated N-terminus in eukaryotes is estimated at 0.5–3% of the cellular proteome, depending on the species and predictive model [43,44]. This study is the first to show that the N-terminale myristoylated protein without a signal peptide can be secreted via the conventional secretory pathway. So, there must be other factors regulating the secretion, such as the aa sequence of PKG II. In this study, truncation of the aa sequence confirmed that aa 3–30 were necessary for the secretion of PKG II, suggesting that myristoylation of G2 and aa 3–30 acted as a “signal peptide” to induce the secretion of
PKG II. This finding also provided a clue about the mechanism underlying the secretion of other proteins without signal peptides.

Another interesting finding was that PKG II was secreted by EC cells, which were important components of the enteroendocrine cell system in the GI tract, and could secrete/release more than one GI hormone or peptide [45]. EC cells were a subset of chromaffin cells that contained many vesicles stained by potassium dichromate [46,47] and were first discovered in the adrenal medulla [48]. Later, EC cells were also found in the GI tract and could secrete 5-hydroxytryptamine (serotonin), cholecystokinin, and secretin [49], which regulated the motility of the GI tract [50]. The results of this study confirmed that PKG II was secreted by EC cells, indicating a potential correlation between the endocrine system and the secretion of protein kinases. Further investigations of the effects and targets of the secreted PKG II confirmed that the N-terminus of PKG II (aa 1–176) bound to the C-terminus of the extracellular fragment of EGFR (aa 331–645), blocking the activation of EGFR through phosphorylating its T406.

5. Conclusions

In summary, this study confirmed that PKG II was secreted by the EC cells in gastrointestinal mucose via the conventional protein secretory pathway without the present of typical “signal peptide” which was required for the secretion, and the myristoylated G2 and aa 3–30 of the amino acid chain of PKG II acted as a “signal peptide” to initiate the secretion of the kinase (Fig. 9). These results revealed a new protein secretion pattern and a correlation between the endocrine system and the secretion of protein kinases. It was also confirmed that the level of secreted PKG II in blood was related to tumogenesis and the secreted PKG II could block the activation of EGFR through phosphorylating its threonine 406 and inhibit the growth of tumor cells. Our results not only confirmed the phenomenon and mechanism of PKG II, but also affirmed that secreted PKG II has an anti-cancer effect and might be useful for the diagnosis of colon and gastric cancer, indicating that detection of PKG II in the blood and body fluids, similar with hormones, is predictive of tumorigenesis.
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